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Abstract—Loading and unloading test patterns during scan
testing causes many scan flip-flops to trigger simultaneously.
This instantaneous switching activity during shift in turn may
cause excessive IR-drop that can disrupt the states of some
scan flip-flops and corrupt test stimuli or responses. A common
design technique to even out these instantaneous power surges
is to design multiple scan chains and shift only a group of
the scan chains at a same time. This paper introduces a novel
algorithm to optimally group scan chains so as to minimize
the probability of test data corruption caused by excessive
instantaneous IR-drop on scan flip-flops. The experiments show
optimal results on all large ITC’99 benchmark circuits.
Keywords–scan testing, switching activity, IR-drop, shift-
failure, shift-power mitigation
1. Introduction
In scan testing, shift operations cause switching activity
which is usually much higher than the nominal switching
activity in functional mode [1–3]. Power delivery networks
are usually designed to the demands of the functional op-
eration of a circuit [4] and not to the increased demands in
test mode, so power-aware scan test has become essential
[5].
The specific problem targeted in this work is test data reten-
tion failures caused by excessive, short-term (dynamic) IR-
drop at scan cells. This IR-drop arises when too many scan
flip-flops switch simultaneously and the resulting power
consumption is over-stressing the power delivery network
[6, 7]. As soon as the area around a scan flip-flop ff
experiences switching activity above a safety threshold, the
supply voltage at ff might drop too low and the state of ff
may flip. If any of the stimulus bits or test response bits get
corrupted in this way, good chips may be falsely declared
defective during test causing test-induced yield loss.
Figure 1 shows the situation at a single scan flip-flop ff .
The rectangular area around the flip-flop ff is the aggressor
region which contains all neighboring cells in the layout
whose switching activity influence the supply voltage at ff .
The so-called impact areas around the scan chains contain
all the combinational cells structurally reachable by each
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Figure 1. Potential excessive IR-drop at ff caused by simultaneous shifting
of two scan chains.
impact area potentially switch. As shown in Figure 1 the
aggressor region of ff and the impact areas intersect. If
all chains are shifted simultaneously, test data in flip-flop
ff may be corrupted due to excessive drop of its effective
supply voltage vff caused by high switching activity in its
aggressor region. If the chains are shifted at different times,
the data in flip-flop ff may remain safe. Shift power safety is
achieved only if the switching activities around all individual
flip-flops ff ∈ F in the design are within safety limits,
making it a difficult problem to solve.
Previous works on reducing shift power can be broadly
classified into test data manipulation techniques and design-
for-test (DFT) techniques. Test data manipulation techniques
aim to reduce shift switching activity by assigning a special
pattern to primary inputs [8], filling don’t-care bits to reduce
the number of scan cell transitions during shift [9–12],
or considering both capture and shift peak power during
pattern generation [13]. These techniques can reduce peak
shift power effectively and without any hardware overhead.
However, they add additional constraints to test pattern gen-
eration that often have negative impact on defect coverage,
diagnostic resolution, or test data compression. Moreover,
as a significant amount of power is consumed by the clock
tree itself, shifting even a low-power pattern into all chains
simultaneously already consumes a large portion of the
available power budget.
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Many low-power DFT techniques like output gating [14,
15], partial scan [16], scan segmentation [17], or power-
aware test compression [18] are available. Selectively dis-
abling scan chains in combination with test pattern reorder-
ing [19] has also been proven very effective for reducing
shift power. These works target average power reduction
to control heat but they cannot guarantee good results in
controlling peak power that leads to excessive IR-drop [20].
Several techniques shift multiple scan chains or scan seg-
ments at different times. Scan chain segmentation in combi-
nation with clock gating effectively reduces peak shift power
[21]. Similar techniques have been proposed to mitigate shift
timing errors caused by excessive IR-drop around clock trees
[6]. In multi-duty scan, multiple staggered clocks are used to
shift each chain at slightly different times in order to spread
out peak switching activity and therefore avoid excessive
IR-drop [7]. The same idea of shift clock staggering was
also used at the SoC core level [22]. Furthermore, various
algorithms are available to assign flip-flops to scan segments
and shift clock domains to reduce peak and average shift
power [23, 24].
The common feature of all of these DFT techniques is
that they divide a large number of scan chains, segments
or cores into a few groups and making sure that only one
group is shifted at a time. We call this class of approaches
partial-shift. Partial-shift adds no additional constraints on
pattern generation and also effectively reduces active power
originating from clock trees. The core problem of partial-
shift is to find the optimal grouping that minimizes the
IR-drop at flip-flops while maintaining fast test application
time. To the best of our knowledge, all previous works either
do not target this problem or approach it with heuristic
algorithms that do not guarantee optimal grouping results.
In this paper, we introduce the first algorithm that is able to
generate provenly-optimal partial-shift scan chain groupings
for all considered benchmark circuits and DFT configura-
tions. We use a flexible grouping cost function that is easily
adaptable to the specific demands of real-world designs,
it is test pattern independent and is easily integrated with
available clock domains. The cost function used in our
experiments considers the power consumption of all active
circuitry including clock trees, the scan cells themselves
and connected logic gates. The generated groupings can
then be used with any of the above-mentioned partial-shift
implementations. Hardware overheads and design challenges
are specific to these DFT implementations and are therefore
beyond the scope of this work. The results show that for
all benchmarks, maximum possible IR-drop reduction is
achieved with as few as 3-5 distinct groups and using more
groups would just increase test time without improving shift
power safety any further.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a formal model and an analysis of the scan chain
grouping problem. Section 3 describes the new scan chain
grouping algorithm, and section 4 presents experimental
results. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Model and Problem Analysis
2.1. Cost Function d(S′)
Let C be the set of all standard cells (logic cells, sequential
cells and clock buffers) in the circuit. Let F ⊂ C be the set
of all scan flip-flops in the circuit.
Each cell c ∈ C in the circuit is associated with a weight
w(c) which models the power demand of switching this cell
c. Furthermore, each pair of a cell c ∈ C and a scan flip-flop
ff ∈ F is associated with a proximity factor p(ff, c). This
proximity factor is a value between 0 and 1 that models
the amount of influence the cell c has on the effective
supply voltage of the scan flip-flop ff . The weight w and
proximity factor p depend on the technology and power
delivery network.
Let C ′ ⊆ C be some subset of switching cells in the circuit.
We estimate the amount of IR-drop d experienced at a flip-
flop ff ∈ F by calculating the weighted sum similar to
weighted switching activity (WSA) [20]:
d(ff, C ′) =
∑
c∈C′
w(c) · p(ff, c).
The cost of switching a subset of cells C ′ ⊆ C in general
is determined by the IR-drop at the most affected scan flip-
flop:
d(C ′) = max{d(ff, C ′)|ff ∈ F}.
Let S be the set of scan chains in the circuit. For a given scan
chain s ∈ S, its impact area is the subset of cells C(s) ⊆ C
for which one of the following conditions is true:
• The cell is a combinational cell that is driven by some
flip-flop in scan chain s via a logic path,
• the cell is a clock buffer in the clock tree of chain s,
and
• the cell is a flip-flop in scan chain s.





as the union set of all cells related to the given subset of
scan chains. Finally, we define the cost function:
d(S′) = d(C(S′))
This cost function is defined over the circuit structure and
cell placements. It is independent of specific test pattern
data. If fewer scan chains are shifted at the same time, fewer
cells can switch and d decreases accordingly.
2.2. Problem Statement
Given a set of scan chains S, the cost function d : P(S)→
R, and a number of desired shift groups k, find a partitioning
P = {S′1, S′2, ..., S′k} over S that minimizes:
d(P ) = max{d(S′)|S′ ∈ P}.
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From the definition of a partitioning (∪S′∈PS′ = S, and
Si ∩ Sj = ∅ for all Si, Sj ∈ P, i 6= j) follows that
when all groups of scan chains are clocked exactly once,
a complete shift cycle is executed. The lower the cost d(P ),
the lower the possibility of experiencing test data corruptions
during scan shifting. The decision whether the minimum
achievable cost d(P ) indeed provides sufficient shift power
safety margins can be made by designers or DFT engineers
and this paper tries to present a general algorithm.
2.3. Complexity Analysis
We reformulate the problem at hand as a decision problem:
Given a set of scan chains S, the cost function d : P(S)→
R, a cost threshold dth ∈ R and a number of desired groups
k. The question is: Can S be partitioned into k subsets such
that d(S′i) ≤ dth for all S′i ∈ {S′1, . . . , S′k}?
Obviously, this decision problem is in NP as any partition-
ing can be checked by evaluating the cost function d in
polynomial time.
We show that this problem is NP-complete for k ≥ 3 by
reducing the problem of graph k-colorability to it. Given a
graph G = (V,E) and a positive integer k ≤ |V |. We set
S = V , dth = 1 and the following cost function:
d(S′) =
{
2 when S′ ⊇ E
0 otherwise
The graph G is k-colorable if and only if there is a
partitioning over S with d(S′) ≤ dth for all groups S′.
The partitioning over S directly corresponds to the color
assignment to the graph vertices. Clearly, this transforma-
tion can be performed in polynomial time. If there is any
polynomial-time algorithm that solves the problem of scan
chain grouping for k ≥ 3, it would also solve graph k-
colorability efficiently.
The shown transformation generates problem instances
where safety thresholds are exceeded by shifting pairs of
scan chains at the same time. The scan chain grouping
problem is in fact more general as there may be a subset
of three or more scan chains that when all grouped together
lead to higher costs than any pair of them. The problem
can therefore be reformulated to hypergraph k-colorability.
A hypergraph is a simple generalization of graphs where
edges can contain more than two vertices.
3. Scan Chain Grouping
As the problem of scan chain grouping is NP-complete,
any polynomial-time algorithm is likely to fail in at least
some cases. The algorithm proposed here produces optimal
solutions for all considered benchmark circuits (see Section
4) at reasonable computational costs.
Its basic principle of operation is as follows. A hypergraph
is constructed with one vertex per scan chain and some
edges describing groups of scan chains that, when shifted
simultaneously, exceed a safety threshold of least one scan
flip-flop. A coloring of the graph gives a grouping of scan
chains that satisfies the described grouping constraints. Note,
however, that the hypergraph is incomplete since not all
possible groups of chains that exceed safety thresholds have
edges in the graph. Constructing a hypergraph with all pos-
sible constraints would be in itself prohibitively expensive
because of the large number of possible groups. Instead,
the algorithm generates candidate groupings, evaluates these
groupings and adds additional edges to the graph for the
most costly groups. This loop continues until the chromatic
number of the hypergraph becomes larger than the number
of available groups.
The initial hypergraph construction forms the first phase
of the algorithm and is described in Subsection 3.1. The
second and final phase of evaluating candidates and adding
constraints is described in Subsection 3.2.
3.1. Hypergraph Initialization
This phase initializes the hypergraph with all constraints
(edges) of cardinality 2. In this process, a first bound on the
best possible result is established.
The algorithm starts by calculating initial bounds for d.
The upper bound dmax is simply d(S) with S being the
set of all scan chains. Clearly, no grouping is possible with
cost higher than shifting all scan chains simultaneously. The
lower bound dmin is the highest cost among all individually
shifted scan chains: max{d({s})|s ∈ S}. As all scan chains
need to be shifted eventually, the result cannot be better than
dmin. Figure 2 shows on the left-hand side an example of a
simple circuit with four scan chains consisting of one flip-
flop each. The numbers in the intersections between impact
areas and aggressor regions are their respective costs. The
lower bound in this example is dmin = 3 which is the cost
s2 exerts on ff3. The upper bound is dmax = 8 which is the
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Figure 2. Example for a circuit with 4 chains and one flip-flop per chain.
The algorithm continues by constructing a pair cost graph,
which is a complete, undirected, edge-weighted graph con-
taining the costs of shifting pairs of scan chains together.
Each scan chain is a vertex and each pair of vertices v1 6= v2
is connected by an edge with weight d({v1, v2}). This step
requires 12 ·|S|2 evaluations of the cost function, which is still
possible in a reasonable amount of time. The right-hand side
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of Figure 2 shows the pair cost graph for the given example
circuit.
Let k be the number of available groups. We now search
for the lowest possible dmin′ for which a hypergraph that
contains only the edges with d({v1, v2}) > dmin′ remains
k-colorable. Since dmin ≤ dmin′ ≤ dmax, we can search in
logarithmic time by continuously dividing the interval be-
tween dmin and dmax, construct an unweighted hypergraph
and test its colorability. The dmin′ found in this way is a new
lower bound. The standard problem of graph k-colorability
is tackled by converting it into a Boolean formula and using
a standard Boolean SAT solver to generate a coloring or
prove that no coloring with k colors exists.
We continue the previous example by finding dmin′ for
k = 2. The algorithm first tries dth = 6, then, because
the resulting hypergraph (which contains no edges) is 2-
colorable, moves on to dth = 5, and dth = 4. The upper
half of Figure 3 shows the hypergraph for dth = 4, which
is still 2-colorable, and the hypergraph for dth = 3, which
is not 2-colorable anymore. The new lower bound here is
dmin′ = 4.
3.2. Guided Search
Let P be the partitioning generated by coloring the initial
graph. If d(P ) = dmin′ , then P is already the best possible
solution and the algorithm stops at this point. But in most
cases we have d(P ) > dmin′ . For example, the actual cost of
the initial partitioning shown in Figure 3 is d(P ) = 5. Thus
we need to find another partitioning P ′ with a lower cost
d(P ′) < d(P ). We first identify a group of chains S′ ∈ P
that determines the final cost, i.e. d(S′) = d(P ). Let dbest
be the cost of the best grouping encountered so far. Next, we
generate an irreducible subset S′′ ⊆ S′ with d(S′′) ≥ dbest
and d(S′′′) < dbest for any real subset S′′′ ⊂ S′′. This
is achieved with a simple greedy procedure that temporarily
removes every element in turn and checks the cost. The first
irreducible subset of scan chains in Figure 3 is {s1, s3, s4}.
The irreducible group of chains S′′ is now added as a
new edge to the hypergraph and the we attempt to color
the new graph again with k colors. This process of re-
coloring is very efficient with Boolean SAT solving as
the the SAT instance and all learned clauses from the
previous iterations can be re-used. This loop continues
until one of the following two conditions become true:
(1) A partitioning with d(P ) = dmin′ is encountered, or
(2) the new graph is not k-colorable anymore. If d(P )
reaches the lower bound dmin′ like shown in Figure 3, the
algorithm terminates with the found optimal partitioning.
If the graph becomes uncolorable and the best solution so
far has cost dbest = d(P ) > dmin′ , all initial edges with
cost less than dbest are removed from the hypergraph. The
reason is that there may still be a valid partitioning P with
dbest > d(P ) > dmin′ , but it requires that some pairs of
scan chains si, sj with cost d({si, sj}) > dmin′ are being





dth = 4 dth = 3Initialization:
k = 2
dmin’ = 4 not 2-colorable
S1 S2
S3 S4
P = {{s1, s3, s4}, {s2}}
d(P) = 5 = d({s1, s3, s4})
P = {{s1, s3}, {s2, s4}}
d(P) = 4 = dmin’
Optimal partitioning is P
Figure 3. Guided search for the optimal result by iteratively adding neces-
sary constraints to the hypergraph.
without over-constraints until it becomes finally uncolorable.
Since the problem is NP-complete, the loop described above
may not terminate for a very long time or the SAT solving
behind the graph coloring may time-out. If the algorithm
hits a time-out limit, the last temporary solution P with
d(P ) = dbest is returned as the final result.
4. Experimental Results
The goal of the experiments is to show the effectiveness and
scalability of the proposed scan chain grouping approach.
The algorithm was implemented in Java and run on Intel(R)
Xeon(R) X5690 CPUs at 3.47 GHz. The memory require-
ments never exceeded 4 GB for any experiment and for
easier comparison, the execution time measurements were
performed without thread-level parallelism.
The experiments were performed on the six largest ITC’99
benchmark circuits. The benchmark circuits were synthe-
sized, placed and routed using the SAED90nm EDK Digital
Standard Cell Library [25] with a standard commercial tool
flow and typical operating conditions. We used a standard
full-scan test infrastructure with various numbers of parallel
scan chains for each benchmark circuit depending on its
size. After scan chain insertion, a separate clock tree was
generated for each scan chain so that each chain can be
shifted independently from the other chains.
Table 1 shows the basic characteristics of the synthesized
circuits. Column |C| shows the number of cells in the circuit.
Column |F | shows the number of flip-flops among these
cells. Column area shows the chip area after place and
route. Columns |S| and maxlen show the number of inserted
scan chains and the maximum chain length respectively.
We synthesized multiple versions with 10, 30, and 50 scan
chains. We did not synthesize the smaller benchmarks with
a large number of chains in order to avoid unrealistic con-
figurations with scan chains much shorter than 50 flip-flops.
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TABLE 1. BASIC BENCHMARK CIRCUIT STATISTICS
circuit |C| |F | area |S| maxlen
b17 29k 1317 38 mm2 10 132
30 44
b18 103k 3020 122 mm2 10 302
30 101
50 61
b19 185k 6042 221 mm2 10 605
30 202
50 121
b20 34k 430 41 mm2 10 43
b21 34k 430 38 mm2 10 43
b22 53k 613 60 mm2 10 62
The different scan chain configurations did not change the
number of cells or the circuit area significantly.
To ensure that the results are easily verifiable, we chose
rather simple parameters for the cost function. We set
w(c) = 1 for all cells c ∈ C in the circuit. The proximity
factor p(ff, c) is set to 1 whenever the cell c is located
within 7 rows in y-direction and 300 NAND2X1 cell-widths
in x-direction of the flip-flop ff . If a cell is outside this
rectangular area, the influence factor is set to 0. The size of
the aggressor region was chosen rather large to demonstrate
our algorithm with a lot of interactions between the scan
chains. In practice, these weights can be readily selected
based on a more realistic IR-drop model and our approach
will work in the same way.
Table 2 compares our results with MD-Scan [7]. The first
column shows the circuit name and the number of scan
chains. Column d1 shows the worst-case cost when all scan
chains are shifted simultaneously, i.e. the value of d(S).
Column d∞ shows the best-case cost when all scan chains
are shifted individually, i.e. the value of max{d(s)|s ∈ S}.
As no partitioning method can yield costs outside the bounds
of k = 1 and k =∞, we use for the remaining columns an
efficiency measure relative to these bounds:
ex = 100% ·
(
1− dx − d∞
d1 − d∞
)
The efficiency is e1 = 0% when the cost equals d1 and
e∞ = 100% when the cost equals d∞. The remaining
columns show the results for various numbers of scan
chain groups k. For each group count k, sub-column [7]
shows the efficiency of random grouping (average over 128
different random groupings). Sub-columns eres show the
results of our grouping method, and sub-columns emin show
the lowest possible cost with each number of groups. We
observe that in all cases our algorithm achieves much better
results than the average random groupings. Furthermore, our
algorithm was able to prove in all cases that the result is
indeed the one with the lowest possible cost, i.e. best possi-
ble resilience against IR-drop induced test data corruption.
The results also show that spending more than 5 groups
would not improve scan shift safety any further. This is
an important finding, because test time increases with the
number of groups in various DFT implementations. Finally,
sub-columns CPU show the execution times. As expected,
our algorithm runs longer with larger number of scan chains,
because the search space is much larger in these cases. Still,
all benchmarks were completed within a few minutes.
For validating the new scan chain groupings, they were
simulated using random patterns and the maximum observed
local WSA around the scan flip-flops were recorded. Table 3
compares a representative random grouping in columns [7]
(i.e. a grouping from the 128 used as baseline in Table 2
that had cost closest to the average) to the optimal groupings
generated by our algorithm in columns ∆opt.. A very few
cases show an slight increase in switching activity which is
expected, since the switching activity is not uniform across
all parts of logic circuits. In almost all cases, the maximum
observed switching activity was reduced and therefore the
worst IR-drop during shift improved significantly.
5. Conclusions
Partial-shift is a common technique for reducing peak shift
power and the chance of IR-drop induced test data corrup-
tion. We have proposed the first algorithm that computes
optimal groupings of simultaneously shift-able scan chains
with the least possible IR-drop impact on scan cells. Al-
though the scan chain grouping problem is NP-complete, our
algorithm can produced provenly-optimal groupings within
a few minutes for all considered benchmark circuits. The
flexible cost function is easily adaptable to the specific
demands of real-world designs, it is test pattern independent
and is easily integrated with available clock domains. The
experiments have shown that maximum possible IR-drop
reduction is achieved with as few as 3-5 distinct groups and
the benefit of optimal groupings have been confirmed by
WSA simulations.
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